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For those who know me and my tendency to make my own solutions to meet a requirement for new 
tools, jigs and little niggles that get in the way of my enjoyment, the idea of me succumbing to the 
charms of a Tormek T7 Sharpening System just to sharpen my turning tools would on the face of it 
appear a total non starter. 

  

However faced with the challenge to provide one with board and lodgings for a few days I thought it 
was an ideal opportunity to use it and the associated Turners Tool Kit  to see how it compares with my 
basic drystone grinder that has become a natural extension to my tool kit and how much if any 
improvement there might be in my tooled finish. 

  

Faced with this rather imposing bit of machinery and the associated styrene packaged assortment of Jigs 
and instructions, the inevitable hard to resist quick appraisal of the contents revealed that most of the 
items bore a familiarity to previously seen setting tool ideas and tool supports. 

  

What was immediately obvious was the fact that they all, whether metal or plastic appeared well made 
and equal to regular shop use. 

  

So what to do now, having never previously used this type of wet grinding system in a hobby 
environment the obvious thing was to open the accompanying “Woodturners Instruction Box” which 
contains both a booklet titled “Sharpening Woodturning Tools the Tormek way” and a DVD. 

  

First things first “Read the Book”:  

This turns out to be well indexed with clear example line drawings of both how to locate tools and 
sample grind angle configurations with clear details of Jig settings and guidance on procedure. 

  

I must admit to noting very early on in the text that the jigs have many of the same limitations as various 
other brands, but to give Tormek credit they do not hide them, although someone not familiar with 
trying to jig differing grind profiles may not pick them up straight away, a couple of examples being that 
despite setting markings on the Gouge Jig one of the first tips given is to mark the jig with the supplied 
pen to enable an exact return to the setting, not very practical if you have three or four gouges of 
differing tip configuration, followed  later with the advice that if you regularly need to sharpen more 
than one gouge it would be advisable to purchase more than one sample of the jig so that they can be 
individually locked to each gouge setting saving setup time. 

  

Sharpening the Tormek way provides the tools for accurately setting of the gouge angles and if  
Tormek's three recommended bevel angles covered by the setting tool are used then someone who has 
never sharpened a turning tool before will have everything in the kit they need.  

  

If however you have developed your own preferred form, you will need to make up spacer blocks for 
the tool rest for each and every tool and make a note of tip projection and possibly a projection setting 
gauge to suit. Full instructions and guidance are given on how to do this. 

  

Obviously “Sharpening Woodturning Tools the Tormek way” written by Torgny Jansson the inventor 
of the Tormek does its best to convince you that it is the best way, and is a mixture of very good 
guidance on system use, grinding turning tools in general, and low key sales pitch, the latter being 
somewhat wasted if the first time you read it is after you have purchased the kit. 

  

The DVD: 

So to the DVD, to see if my interpretation of the written instructions bears any relationship to how a 
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professional uses it, in this case Jeff Farris, an experienced USA woodturning instructor. It is a well 
presented 80 minutes of information with a spattering of sales pitch and if you have time to go back for 
seconds and thirds there are numerous example off-shoots of the various tools in use which are worth 
the watch on their own for tool technique. 

  

As far as my booklet based perception of system use was concerned I would say it matched most of it 
well enough to be the only reference needed, but Jeff manages to add the odd little tip, not necessarily 
unique to Tormek, that makes for easier use and watching him adjust and move around the machine 
gives a work flow pattern to emulate. 

Jeff does however reinforce the point I picked up earlier that if you are regularly sharpening a variety of 
tools then the purchase of duplicate or triplicate guides and components that can be locked and left is the 
way to go to take full advantage of rapid edge touch up, “Touch N Turn” in Tormek speak, in fact this 
is where Jeff reveals that he locks a discrete gouge jig with a PK screw to maintain the Ellsworth profile.  

At this point I must admit to salivating a bit about the system and the finish on the tools, and the machine 
had not moved from where it was placed on delivery. 

  

Getting to grips with the system: 

The machine is bigger than the average small shop dry grinder and although in this instance a permanent 
home is not the criteria, the need to use the universal jig support in both frontal and overhead modes 
appears to pose a working height dilemma as to how to accommodate both without having to change the 
height of the installation, watching Jeff’s video shows that a compromise height is fairly easily obtained, 
this is reinforced by the fact that for sharpening duties the use of the frontal position would appear all 
that is necessary, the top position possibly only being needed for reshaping a profile as it provides a 
more aggressive grind. In reality it was just fine at the natural height of my workbench. 

And of course there is the small matter of water to contend with and its ability to co-habit with other 
features of a small shop. 

  

The Marrying of my existing tools and Tormek: 

For the purpose of the exercise I decided to concentrate on just a few of my tools and see how near my 
hand and shop made jig generated bevels were to the Tormek ‘standard’ and decide whether to modify, 
leave well alone or whatever that would give me a set that I could use with and without Tormek 
treatment, at this stage I must point out that I am just a self taught hobby turner but with something in the 
order 550+ basic bowls and oddments gathering dust scattered far and wide. 

  

I selected six HSS tools to experiment with: 

A 45deg. Bowl gouge. (Hamlet 3/8") 

A 60deg. Bowl gouge. (Crown 3/8" used for bowl inside bottoms) 

A straight oval Skew (Perform 1 1/8") 

A straight Skew . (Hamlet 1/2") 

A Spindle gouge. (Perform 3/8" dia. ground for detail) 

And a curved scraper (Perform 1") 

  

Using the Tormek setting tool and comparing the bevels revealed that my angles were very close, the 
main difference being that caused by the differing wheel diameters. These were duly ground to Tormek 
profile and did reveal an interesting fact, the Hamlet tools were a lot harder than the others and 
consequently took longer to profile, the Crown gouge was the softest of any, none of which was 
obvious on my dry grinder. Times on average being between ten and twenty minutes except for the 
wider oval skew whose extra width and subsequent lower contact pressure took nearer 35 minutes, even 
then not completely obliterating the previous grind.  

  

I deliberately  contoured all gouges  before dressing the stone for fine finish and honing so that a 
resetting of the jigs was necessary to give an indication of how critical or difficult re-alignment was.  
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Once again this indicated that if you are to have the much vaunted Tormek 'Touch N Turn' speed, 
individual jigs may be needed by most people, in all cases a marker pen type contact test before 
attempting fine grinding indicated the I had not achieved a perfect match and fractional adjustment of 
either the Jig or the rest was needed for absolute minimum metal removal, the attempts to hone the 
gouges on the Leather wheel using the Jig as instructed proved not ideal due to it's diameter differing to 
the grinding wheel, in fact due to the limitations of the support rod positioning, the Jig honing of all 
gouge profiles is impossible, a fact acknowledged by Tormek, I found it more effective to hone all  
gouges by hand but not all very satisfactorily as it was all to easy to round off the cutting edges on the 
scrapers on the leather wheel. 

  

It was very obvious that anything other than a minor profile change would be a long job on the Tormek, 
and the booklet advice to use a dry grinder for this task or Jeff’s advice to only reshape in stages as you 
use the tool had merit. The difficulty with the former being if you do not have a dry grinder with the 
same diameter wheel, things become very difficult to approximate. 

  

At this stage I had a set of tools that looked very much the part with bevel finishes that glistened and 
cutting edges that were razor sharp, this however despite my tools being not too far off the Tormek 
standard did take a matter of two hours to achieve and the honing was as slow a process. 

  

Putting the tools to work:  

On the basis that tools are designed to work not just look pretty I selected a several pieces of Oak, Beech 
and other woods and spent a couple of days making shavings. 

The first thing that was obvious was that a honed edge needs a little more care in bevel presentation if 
you are not to remove somewhat more material than intended, (razors as opposed to blunt knives 
syndrome) being my usual lazy self, honing is something I rarely did previously except for final cuts on 
problem pieces. 

 

The ability to match the bevels for a quick sharpen was marker pen checked each time and although the 
bevels were not far out as reset on the jig a small amount of adjustment was needed in each case to 
match it correctly, just as it would with most other jig systems. 

  

Finally having satisfied myself that I could not learn any more from using the Tormek dressed tools I 
reconfigured my home made jigs to match the Tormek contours as near as possible, ground them on my 
White or Blue wheels, and polished them on my cloth or MDF honing wheels dressed with Ashley Iles 
abrasive. The results if anything were more highly polished than on the leather wheel with skews and 
gouges capable of achieving the usual shaving trick. 

The mop is poor for the scrapers destroying the edge even easier than the leather wheel, using my MDF 
flat contour and shaped wheels was a little better at preventing this but I think I will stick to my usual 
diamond file touch up of scrapers as being more beneficial and less risk to the cutting edge. 

The mop is not ideal for the gouges either, the MDF being easier to control.  

  

A word of caution regarding honing of cutting edges in general, it is very easy to round off the cutting 
edge such that it still feels sharp but has a slightly convex outer form which lifts the edge above the 
gouge rubbing bevel in use, this has the same effect as presenting a blunt tool, care is needed to maintain 
the concave form produced by the grinding wheel right up to the edge. 

  

My Conclusions:  

And here I must reaffirm these are only the views of an amateur hobbyist turner. 

On more compliant timber I feel that a refined edge has a longevity advantage for whatever reason and 
produces a cleaner cut than one produced straight off a dry grinder, but given the more robust locally 
acquired timber I often use and the harder merchant supplied species I feel that the fine razor edge 
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achievable with this system is wasted on all but the final finishing cuts.   

  

Due to the speed of metal removal on my dry grinder, minute differences in the Jig positioning are 
irrelevant, albeit at the expense of a little extra metal removal and the honing being carried out at high 
speed takes a fraction of the time of the slow leather stropping process. As the exact form of a turning 
tool is not critical I have no reason to want anything different. 

  

The Tormek System is indeed a pleasure to use and with the jigs and instructions supplied is capable of 
enabling a complete turning tool novice to produce perfectly shaped and sharpened tools, this is down in 
the main to two factors, one, the quality of the jigs and their excellent no slop alignment and two, the 
slow fine grinding wet wheel which more or less defies you to botch a profile, something most of us 
struggle with for some considerable time when starting out. And of course there is absolutely no risk of 
damaging the steel with grinding heat. But I feel this control of form is at the expense of time, due to 
enforced precise setting of the jigs and slow metal removal. I don't envisage myself achieving the 
Tormek "Touch N Turn" sharpening speed without having several more Jigs fixed to individual tools. 

  

Only your personal financial position can determine if £300 to £500 or so on a similar system is a 
realistic percentage of your hobby budget, indeed this may well be balanced by the advantages for the 
quality preparation of the rest of your shop cutting edges if you have an extensive woodwork shop. I 
know there are professional turners who have used the Tormek system for some years and vouch for the 
improved longevity of the cutting edges but I'm afraid with my limited abilities and the rough wood 
types I turn the differences were not outstandingly obvious. 

  

Two things stand out for me regarding my Tormek experience, one was the reinforcement that there is a 
definite benefit to polishing/honing the tool steel adjacent to the cutting edges, although this needs doing 
with care, and hence forth most of my tools will be honed as a matter of course, the other is that for me it 
would be a far more practical system for routine Turning Tool use and any contour changes if it had a 
matching coarse abrasive stone alongside the existing fine one. 
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